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preface
Spring, the season of renewal, 
bloom and promise, the weather 
becomes milder here in Western 
Europe and it gets warmer. 
Even in March I had already the 
opportunity to make some rides 
without ragtop, it’s a gorgeous 
feeling, finally you can pick up 
some new energy, after a Winter 
which has been to our standards 
quite severe, biting and cold…

What can Spring bring about for 
us, what’s happening? In the 
world I personally find that those 
people who’ve got to take the 
responsibilities that they largely 
fail to do this, there are still no 
solutions for the problems in the 
Middle-East (hmm I believe it 
hasn’t been different for the last 
30 years). The price of the oil 
goes crazy on the world-market 
and American paranoia regarding 
terrorism reaches  highest levels 
ever…insofar as an American friend 
told me that the most free country 
of the world is highly becoming the 

most isolated one… it should be 
different, shouldn’t it? But then 
something is changing apparently… 
Mr. Greenspan, the big chief of 
the American Central Bank lets 
understand that by virtue of the 
danger for inflation, or better 
the lack of it, the economical 
growth etc. the interests rate in 
the U.S.A. will increase strongly 
again, the latest 5 consecutive 
increase of the rate of interest are 
indeed significant. This brings off 
course about that the green bank 
note becomes again more popular 
and so our Euro looses eventually 
ground in a matter of strength. The 
future only will tell us more, but 
according the my humble feeling 
the days of low Dollar rates are 
over… Here with BBT we usually 
reckon with a buffer regarding our 
risks of exchange, so that you and 
our customers don’t experience 
too many problems at our shop 
counter. Strongly fluctuating prices 
bring merely confusion with the 
consumer and leaves the customer 

in a irresolute mood which goes 
always at the expense of the sales! 
In other words strongly fluctuating 
prices simply decrease the turnover, 
and that is something which we 
want to prevent… Suggestions or 
proposals concerning  the prices 
and/or the involved politics are 
always welcome, from everybody! 
As we have so often stated in the 
past, union is strength, together 
we’re strong!

Further I wish you already a very 
nice springtime, enjoy the nicest 
sunbeams of the year, try to enjoy 
a cool ride in your favourite car 
and why not a pick-nick with the 

family or friends? Sometimes the 
oldest forms of pleasure are even 
the best ones… Take care that you 
don’t choose my favourite places 
to eat your buns, I might be there 
already, but then we eat them just 
together!!!

Anyway see you along the way, or 
else till our summer edition!

Bob  
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This centrewedge is used for T1 sedan and convertible from 52 till 55(chassis number 1-441708 till ch. 1-1929745), eventually it can 
also be used till 52 (split) but then it isn’t as original). 4 seals are always used. Sold by piece.
Stock already available.

Here we have the emblems which were always so difficult to find and now we 
have them in 3 colours (white, black and chrome). They are used on the nose of a 
type 2 from 1973 till 1979. We have also taken  into stock the clips which were even 
more difficult to find. All numbers are sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0440-15 Emblem ‘VW’ Type 2 / 73-79 / White
# 0440-16 Emblem ‘VW’ Type 2 / 73-79 / Black
# 0440-17 Emblem ‘VW’ Type 2 / 73-79 / Chrome
# 0440-19 Clip for VW emblem Type 2 / 73-79

# 0438-31 Door centreedge T1 52-55

After the standard hinge pin # 0461 we have now also the first 0.10mm and second 0.20mm over-
measures. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0461-1 Door hinge pin with mirror fastening + 0.10mm
# 0461-2 Door hinge pin with mirror fastening + 0.20mm

This roof rack is excellent for people who wish to take some extra things with them and/or who 
wish also a roof rack on their pick-up. It has been made in Vintage style and it fits on all sorts 
of Type 2. It’s about 50 cm width. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0487-21 Roof rack for Type 2 ‘Vintage’ small version

For a long time we had the 1st over-measure already in 
stock # 0475 (which became now 0475-2). Now we have also 
the other measures in stock. Stock already available. Sold by 
piece.

Finally we’ve got the bumperguards in stock for our split bumpers (0007-1 + 0008-1 and 0007-2 
+ 0008-2). There are like original and the fit perfectly. They are sold by piece. Already some in 
stock.

# 0009-3 Bumperguard 1949-1952 
# 0009-4 Bumperguard 1949-1952 / chrome

# 0475-1 Door hinge pin STD
# 0475-2 Door hinge pin + 0.10mm

# 0475-3 Door hinge pin + 0.20mm
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This plug is fixed on the door hinge pin and as they were used  formerly  in Germany, so with groove. Our 
# 0415 is also original but then with groove. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0715-01 Door hinge pin plug / original with groove

This defroster is to be place at the side of the metal dashboard for beetle from 1965 and later. Attention, this defroster is not 
adjustable. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0785-01 Dashvent side defroster Type 1 / 65 >

These reparation parts are the triangles at the left and the right side in the engine 
compartment. Sometimes they are very rusted or a previous owner throw them 

just out to install a more heavy motor. As from now you don’t have to worry, 
you can make it back as original. Sold by piece for one side. Stock already 
available.

# 0888-01 Triangle in engine compartment Type 1 / left
# 0888-02 Triangle in engine compartment Type 1 / right

This new exhaust is in fact the same as our # 1026 but it’s look is a bit different, but  the most important is 
that it’s from stainless steel and polished. The grey paint on the welded joints is to protect them and it is 
almost invisible. Sold by piece for 1 motor with assembly seals. Stock already available.

# 1026-1 Exhaust ‘Dual Baja’ stainless steel (polished)

These mounting kits are the original kits and therefore they fit perfectly. Because the quality of the # 1351 leaves much to be desired since years, 
we’ve decided to take now also the originals into stock, so that we can help our customers even better and to give them the choice to go for the 
price or for the quality. They are sold as the # 1351 so for 1 front beam and with 4 clips  and 4 joints. Sold by set for 1 front beam. Already some in 
stock.

# 1351-5 Swaybar mounting kit front T1 65 > / Original

These are the standard (original length) torsion leaves for the different years. We have taken them into stock, because the demand after these torsion 
leaves kept increasing. Good used ones become more and more scarce, so we have taken the new ones into stock. They are sold per pair, so for one 
complete front beam (above and under). Already some in stock.

# 1396-20 Torsion leaves in front beam T1 > 65 / Standard length / pair
# 1396-21 Torsion leaves in front beam T1 65 > / Standard length / pair  

This taillight lenses are E-approved and now we have all the possibilities, with or without reverse lens, USA model or European model. 
The fit isn’t perfect but it is very useful and it belongs to the better reproductions on the market with E-approval. Sold by piece. 
Already some in stock.

# 0622-01 Taillight lens Type 1 68-73 USA / red / red / red
# 0622-02 Taillight lens Type 1 68-73 USA / red / red / transparent
# 0622-03 Taillight lens Type 1 68-73 European / orange / red / red
# 0622-04 Taillight lens Type 1 68-73 European / orange / red / transparent

This taillight lens is the same as are usual # 0645, only it’s not from HELLA and therefore much cheaper, the finish isn’t perfect but 
the lens has though the E-approval. Sold by piece. Already some in stock.

# 0645-01 Taillight lens Type 2 61-72 / economy

This bolt and nut are to be screwed in the middle of the front axle case to keep the torsion leaves 
on their place. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 1396-90 Centre bolt in front axle
# 1396-91 Nut for  centre bolt in front axle

These cylinderheads are our # 1720 (cylinderhead 1600 cc - bare) but then they have been grooved to 
92mm (1766cc and 1835cc) and 94mm (1914cc). Sold by piece. Stock will be available within 2 weeks.

# 1720-1 Cylinderhead  92mm - bare
# 1720-2 Cylinderhead  94mm - bare

This floormat set consists of 4 parts (2 in front / 2 in the back) and they are used to put upon 
the rug, so that it won’t wear out needlessly and/or become dirty. The great advantage is that 
these mats can be removed quickly for a nice look during a meeting and you can put them back 
easily when leaving. Therefore the rug always stays nice. They are easy to clean as they are 
made from rubber. They are manufactured in Germany by the original factory which made 
them earlier as an accessory for Volkswagen. Sold by set for 1 car.
Already some in stock.

# 0529-5 Rubber floormat set Beetle (4 pieces) / German quality
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This screw is used to adjust the windows vertically. Because this screw is mounted from the beginning of the assembly in the factory, it stays for a long 
time on the same place and only during disassembly of the doors and windows you need this screw again to adjust the windows. It is a problem when 
these screws are stuck and can’t be used anymore. We’ve made them copied due to the increasing demand. They can be used for Beetle Convertibles 
from 1965-1979 (ch. 155 000 001 - 150 3100 000)(6 per car) and also for Karmann Ghia Convertibles from 1963 > (ch. 5 677 119 > … )(2 per car). Sold 
by piece. Already in stock

# 7121 - Window adjusting screw for Convertible side-window 65-79

These seals are used to slide over the hinge of the motor hood on the Types 2 from 1955 until 1976. They are also used on the 
side flaps of pick-ups. They are sold per pair for 2 hinges.
Already some in stock.

# 7451 Rear hinge seals Type 2 55-76 / pair

This knee protection comes at the top of the steering column of the Type 2 / 55-67 and serves has knee pad, so 
that when you bump against the steering column you bump first against this knee protection which is always 

less hard  than a metallic plate. Sold by piece. Already some in stock.

# 7472 Knee protection  around steering column Type 2 / 55-67

new products

This seal sits between the body and the fuel filler piece on a T2 from 1955 (ch. 
20-117902) till end split bus 1967. Sold by piece.  

Stock already available.

# 7475 Seal for fuel tank connection T2 55-67

This front windshield is for 1303 convertibles and we’ve taken it into stock due to some question of 
our customers. Because green with a green band isn’t available anymore, we’ve chosen for a green 

tinted with a blue sunband (which is also much better according to 
the manufacturer). Sold by piece. Stock already available.    

# 9002 Fr. windshield 1303 Cabrio green with blue band 

As you can read in the description, it is a rear window for a 1303 
convertible from 06/1974 till the end and it has a heating. Sold by piece.  

Stock already available.

# 9006 Rear window 1303 Convertible 06/74 > / heated

In this book there are all sorts of Custom beatles, Buggys and  a few kit cars. Sold 
by piece. Already some in stock.

# 9412 Book : Custom VWs

These are the new wheels which Flat 4 have now it their program and the accompanying 
centercap (the original centercaps fit also in these wheels). The wheels are sold without 

centercaps and bolts. Sold by piece. Stock already available.
From now on the Flat4 wheels are no longer delivered with bolts 

# 9539 Flat 4  - 911 Style wheel  5.5x15 (5x130)
# 9539-1 Flat 4  - Porsche centercap

As from now these mirrors will be delivered without assembly kit. It can be ordered 
separately # 9653.

# 9650 Flat 4 lhd Drivers mirror
# 9651 Flat 4 rhd  Drivers mirror

no longer available
# 9401, # 2189-0, # 9890-1, # 2195-3-080

changes pricelist  risen+ declined -

0015-1 +
0018 +
0129-1 +
0130 +
0140 +
0142 +
0150 +
0151 +
0186 +
0187 +
0300 +
0301 +
0302 +

0303 +
0304 +
0305 +
0356 +
0357 +
0357-1 +
0375 -
0375-1 -
0376 -
0376-1 -
0455 -
0456 -
0465 -

0466 -
0470 -
0538-2 -
0543 +
0549-1 +
0549-2 +
0549-30 +
0549-40 +
0570 +
0571 +
0636 -
0673-1 -
0685-5 -

0702 -
0740-1 +
0876 +
0876-6 -
0882-L -
0882-R -
0890-64 +
0890-65 +
0890-77 -
0890-78 +
0900 -
0910-01 -
0915-05 -

0915-09 -
0915-15 -
0923-01 -
1021 +
1030 +
1052-2 +
1068-1 +
1068-2 +
1080-1 +
1081-1 +
1084 +
1085 +
1086 +

1087 +
1090-2 -
1231-1 +
1369-1 -
1370-002 -
1389 -
1392 +
1444 -
1449 +
1570 +
1571 +
1580 +
1581 +

1602-15 -
1602-16 -
1602-17 -
1602-18 -
1602-20 -
1602-21 -
1602-22 -
1602-23 -
1603-32 +
1625 -
1626 -
1627 -
1628 -

1629 -
1629-1 -
1629-10 -
1629-11 -
1629-12 -
1629-13 -
1629-14 -
1629-20 -
1629-21 -
1629-22 -
1629-23 -
1629-24 -
1629-25 -
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1629-26 -
1629-27 -
1629-52 -
1629-53 -
1629-72 -
1629-73 -
1629-74 -
1629-75 -
1629-76 -
1629-77 -
1629-78 -
1629-79 -
1629-90 +
1669-1 -
1729 +

1745 -
1746 -
1746-1 -
1747 -
1750 -
1757-1 +
1798-94-20 -
1805-20 +
1919-1 -
1919-2 -
1919-5 -
1919-7 -
1959 -
1960 -
1960-1 +

1964-1 -
1991 +
2000 +
2004 -
2006 +
2006-1 -
2181-0 -
2190-0 -
2191-0 -
2192-0 -
2437 -
2438 -
2439 -
2446 +
2649-01 -

2649-02 -
2649-03 -
3120-010 -
3120-020 -
3120-030 -
3120-040 -
3120-050 -
3120-060 -
3120-070 -
3120-080 -
3120-090 -
3120-100 -
3120-110 -
3125-010 -
3125-020 -

3125-030 -
3125-040 -
3125-050 -
3125-060 -
3125-070 -
3125-080 -
3125-090 -
3125-100 -
3129 -
3130-010 -
3130-020 -
3130-030 -
3135-010 -
3135-020 -
3135-030 -

3140 -
3240 +
3241 +
3242 -
7034 +
7470 -
7530 +
7842 -
7843 -
7850 +
8911 +
8912 +
8916 +
8917 +
8921 +

8922 +
8926 +
8927 +
8931 +
8932 +
8956 +
8957 +
8958 +
8959 +
9010-05 +
9011-03 -
9015-23 -
9015-34 +
9015-35 +
9500 -

9501 -
9681 -
9582 -
9587 -
9631 +
9670 -
9680 -
9681 -
9803 -
9806 -
9851 -

Changes pricelist risen + declined -

BBT advertises


